
Topic and English
Comprehension and Writing tasks







Monday read the background and examine source 1





Tuesday explain your answers fully



Wednesday answer the questions and write 
your concluding speech as judge



















Thursday and Friday

• After reading all the information about prisons write a persuasive 
argument. Do you think prisons have changed for the better or the 
worse? You need to decide which side you are on and argue your 
points. If you are neutral you need to write a discussion giving boths
sides and then giving an overall conclution.

• Beginning.          Middle           End





Remember to…
• Write an eye-catching title that says what you are writing 

about (e.g. Protect the Dolphin before it is too late)
• Write an introduction that states the point of  view to be 

argued
• Write your points in paragraphs starting with topic 

sentences. These signal the argument to be made in that 
paragraph. 

• Think about what your opponents might argue and include 
a  counter argument; either in each paragraph or at the 
end

• Write an ending that re-states your point of  view.





Remember to…
• Write an title that says what you are writing about (e.g. Jet 

travel: stop it or keep it?)
• Write an introduction that states what the discussion is 

about (There are many stories of  sightings of  a monster in 
Loch Ness. However, people disagree whether it exists or 
not)

• Organise the text in one of  two ways:
1. Write all the arguments for the case. Write one paragraph

for each point, starting with topic sentences. Then do the 
same thing for the points against.

2. Present each argument and counter argument in a 
separate paragraph, which starts with a topic sentence

• Write a conclusion that sums up the argument and gives a 
reasoned opinion.




